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ABSTRACT 
Rule mining is an important data mining task that has been 
applied to numerous real-world applications. Often a rule mining 
system generates a large number of rules and only a small subset 
of them is really useful in applications. Although there exist some 
systems allowing the user to query the discovered rules, they are 
less suitable for complex ad hoc querying of multiple data mining 
rulebases to retrieve interesting rules. In this paper, we propose a 
new powerful rule query language Rule-QL for querying multiple 
rulebases that is modeled after SQL and has rigorous theoretical 
foundations of a rule-based calculus. In particular, we first 
propose a rule-based calculus RC based on the first-order logic, 
and then present the language Rule-QL that is at least as 
expressive as the safe fragment of RC. We also propose a number 
of efficient query evaluation techniques for Rule-QL and test 
them experimentally on some representative queries to 
demonstrate the feasibility of Rule-QL.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Rule mining is one of the central tasks of data mining. Rules can 
be utilized to gain a better understanding of the application 
domain, and to take actions to one’s advantage. However, the 
number of rules generated from a dataset by some of the rule 
mining algorithms is often very large, in thousands or tens of 
thousands [4,13,15,16,17,20,21,24]. Making sense of such a large 
number of rules presents a significant challenge. Past research has 
shown that most of the rules are actually not useful or interesting 
for specific applications [15,16,17,20,21,24].  

To help the user find interesting rules from a set of discovered 
rules, several methods have been proposed. One of them is data 
mining queries [10,14,15,18,23,28], which allow the user to focus 
only on some subsets of the rules that are of interest to him/her by 
asking appropriate queries. Although there have been several 
proposals reported in the literature on how to define data mining 
queries, all of them have one common basis: they use first-order 
logic to let the user specify what kinds of rules the querying 
system should retrieve from the rulebase of discovered rules.  

 

However, as will be discussed in Section 2, all authors focus on 
querying a single rulebase at a time and therefore restrict their 
query languages to particular fragments of first-order logic. It is 
important to expand previously proposed data mining query 
languages to the full set of first-order logic expressions operating 
on multiple rulebases because many practically important data 
mining queries naturally require multiple rulebases or at least a 
join of a rulebase with itself. Some examples of such queries are: 

• In a rulebase of newly discovered rules, find exceptions 
(unexpected refinements [20,25]) for the set of previously 
discovered rules (stored in a separate rulebase). 

• Find minimal rules in a rulebase. A minimal rule is a most 
general rule: its left-hand-side (LHS) and right-hand-side 
(RHS) do not contain the left-hand-side and the right-hand-
side of any other rule in the rulebase respectively. Although 
this query operates on a single rulebase, it requires a join of 
the rulebase to itself, as will be shown later. 

• Find rules that were stable over the last 6 months, assuming 
that the mined rules for each month are stored in a separate 
rulebase. This type of queries is important as data mining is 
increasingly used in the production mode. In such situations, 
the user often wants to see the changing behavior of the rules 
over a number of time periods [17]. Stable rules are those 
rules whose confidences and/or supports do not change 
significantly over time. Similarly, it is also useful to find rules 
whose confidences and/or supports are “growing” or 
“diminishing” over time, as they may indicate trends. 

In this paper, we propose a more powerful rule query language 
Rule-QL that allows the user to query multiple rulebases. Each 
rulebase typically contains rules mined from a different dataset. 
Rule-QL is complete in the sense that it is based on the full set of 
first-order logic (FOL) expressions. To ground Rule-QL in a 
sound theory, we first introduce a logic-based calculus RC defined 
over a set of rulebases of association rules1 and also define safety 
of RC expressions. Then we introduce Rule-QL that is at least as 
expressive as the safe fragment of RC. We also introduce 
additional constructs in Rule-QL to increase its expressive power 
and make it more useful as SQL is more expressive than relational 
calculi. We also study processing of Rule-QL queries and present 
efficient query processing methods. We tested these methods on a 
number of typical queries and report the performance results that 
clearly indicate the feasibility of Rule-QL.  

                                                 
 
 
1  Although we limit our approach to association rules, it is actually applicable to 

broader classes of rules. However, this would require introduction of additional 
constructs that go beyond the scope of this paper.  
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Previously proposed data mining query languages made the 
discovered rules more accessible to the end-users. We believe that 
Rule-QL and its rule management system will enhance this 
process further by allowing the users querying multiple rulebases 
in a more general and flexible manner. This should also make data 
mining results more useful in practice. 

In summary, the contributions of this paper are: 

• Development of a rule query language Rule-QL that is based 
on a theoretically sound rule-based calculus RC supporting 
queries on multiple rulebases. 

• Presentation of efficient query processing methods for Rule-
QL. 

• Empirical evaluation of these query processing methods and 
presentation of performance results.  

2. RELATED WORK 
Facilitating the user to retrieve interesting rules has been studied 
by a number of researchers within the context of data mining 
query languages. One of the earliest data mining query language 
is the one based on templates [15]. In this technique, the user uses 
a template to specify what items should be in or not in a rule, and 
what level of support and/or confidence are required. The system 
then checks each mined rule to find those rules matching the 
template. This template-based language can be seen as a special 
case of our proposed language, Rule-QL. Our query language is 
much more powerful and expressive because it operates on 
several rulebases and supports a full set of first-order logic 
expressions defined on these rulebases.  

In [10], Han et al presented a data mining query language, called 
DMQL. DMQL allows the user to specify from what table (and 
database) to mine what types of rules. Its main purpose is to select 
the right data to mine different types of rules. It is not a language 
for querying the discovered rules, which is the aim of our 
proposed language. Rule-QL is only used after rule mining has 
been completed. Thus, it is complementary to DMQL, where 
DMQL can be used to choose data to mine rules. After the rules 
are discovered, Rule-QL can be used by the user to retrieve 
various rules that are of interest to him/her. [18] proposes an SQL-
like operator for data mining (MINE RULE). Also, [23] reports a 
metaquery language for data mining. Both these approaches are 
similar to DMQL. They are not designed for the purpose of 
querying the mined rules as Rule-QL, but enabling the user to 
specify the data mining task to perform and its required data. In 
addition, [11] describes different types of constraints that the user 
can provide for focusing the discovery process. 

[14,28] report a more powerful data mining query language, 
called MSQL. MSQL can be used not only for rule generation, 
which is similar in capability to DMQL and the MINE RULE 
operator, but also for querying the discovered rules. With regard 
to rule querying, MSQL is similar to templates [15] but allows 
more complex conditions. A rule query can have three main types 
of conditions. The first type is the rule format conditions, which 
enables the user to express the requirements that a rule’s 
LHS/RHS (left-hand-side/right-hand-side) must contain certain 
items, be a subset of a set of given items, or be equal to a set of 
given items. The second type is the pruning conditions, which 
express requirements that a rule must satisfy some constraints on 
confidence, support, or rule length. The third type is the mutex 
conditions, which specify that if a rule contains a particular given 
item, it should not contain any item of a set of other given items. 

Like templates, MSQL’s query conditions can be checked using 
the information contained in each rule itself, e.g., support, 
confidence, rule length, items in LHS/RHS. That is, condition 
checking on each rule is independent of other rules. Furthermore, 
it can only operate on one rulebase at a time. In contrast to 
MSQL, Rule-QL operates on multiple rulebases at a time and can 
also support queries expressing inter-relationships of rules.  

In [3], Agrawal et al reported a language for querying shapes of 
history. The shapes of history refer to ups and downs of supports 
or confidences of a rule over a number of time periods. This 
language enables one to define the behavior shapes of the rules 
that s/he is interested in. For example, one may want to find rules 
whose support increases in one time period and then falls down. 
This is different from our work, as [3] presents not a general 
query language for rules, but only for shapes. It is related to our 
work as we also allow querying rulebases mined from different 
time periods. Moreover, we introduce statistical procedures to find 
various statistically interesting rules. Only using ups and downs to 
express the change of a rule lacks statistical foundation.  

[19] proposes an index for retrieval of association rules stored in a 
relational database. The purpose is to retrieve rules containing a 
given subset of items in their LHS or RHS. Rule-QL is more 
expressive and more efficient as rules can be represented more 
naturally as sets (rather than relational tables), and a more suitable 
index of inverted lists can be used to access them.  

Another related research is the subjective and objective 
interestingness of data mining rules [4,12,16,17,20,21,24,25,29]. 
In subjective interestingness, [16,20,21,24,25] propose several 
methods for finding unexpected rules. These approaches first ask 
the user to specify his/her existing knowledge about the domain. 
The system then finds those unexpected rules by comparing the 
user’s knowledge with the discovered rules. These methods are 
different from our query language. In fact, we will show that the 
task of finding unexpected rules can be formulated just as a query 
in Rule-QL. For objective interestingness, [12,26] present and 
review a number of methods for ranking rules according to 
different measures. Such operations can also be done in Rule-QL 
by issuing appropriate queries.  

In summary, there have been several excellent proposals made on 
how to query rulebases. However, nobody developed a data 
mining query language on multiple rulebases that supports a full 
set of first-order logic expressions.  

3. THE RULE-BASED CALCULUS RC 
In this section we introduce a rule-based calculus RC that 
provides a theoretical basis for the rule query language Rule-QL 
presented in this paper. 

Let R1, R2, …, Rn be rulebases (which are also called rule sets). To 
be specific, we assume that each rulebase contains association 
rules defined on some set of transactions T over the itemset I [2]. 
However, our approach is not limited to association rules and can 
also be applied to a broader set of rules. The vocabulary of the 
rule-based calculus RC is defined over  

• Rulebases R1, R2, …, Rn. 
• A set of constants from the itemset I and a set of real numbers 

(to define restrictions on confidence and support).  
• Rule-based variables r1, r2, … (also called rule variables) 

defined over rulebases R1, R2, …, Rn.  



 

• Functions LHS and RHS that map association rules into 
itemsets obtaining the left- and the right-hand-sides of a rule 
respectively; functions CONF and SUP that map association 
rules into reals and specify the confidence and support of a 
rule respectively.  

• Relational operators , , ,⊂ ⊆ ⊃ ⊇ , and = defined on itemsets 
in a standard manner, and relational operators ≥, ≤, <, >, = 
defined on real numbers (for confidence and support 
comparisons).  

An atomic formula of RC has one of the following forms: 

• R(r), where R is a rulebase and r a rule-based variable. 
• α op β, or α op const, where α and β are functions LHS(r) or 

RHS(r), const is a set of items (e.g. {milk, bread}) and op is 
one of the operators , , ,⊂ ⊆ ⊃ ⊇  or =. 

• γ op δ or γ op const, where γ and δ are functions CONF(r) or 
SUP(r), const is a real constant, and op is one of the standard 
relational operators  ≤, ≥, >, <, =. 

A set of well-formed formulae in RC is obtained from atomic 
formulae in a standard way as it is done in first-order logic by 
taking the closure of conjunction, disjunction, negation and 
universal and existential quantification operators. Safety of RC 
formulae is defined similarly to the safety of relational calculus 
formulae [1]. More specifically, we first define a safe-range 
normal form (SRNF) in the same way as [1] does. Then, 
following [1], we define the set of range-restricted variables of an 
SRNF formula in a very similar way with certain modifications 
pertaining to rulebases and rules. In particular, range restricted 
variables of a RC formula φ are defined recursively as rr(φ) =  

1. r, if  φ is R(r), where R is a rulebase 
2. r, if φ has LHS(r) = const1 and RHS(r) = const2 where const1 

and const2  are sets of items 
3. rr(ψ) ∪  r, if φ ≡  ψ ∧  RHS(r) = L|RHS(s) ∧  LHS(r) = 

L|RHS(t)2 and s∈rr(ψ)∧ t∈rr(ψ); 
 rr(ψ) otherwise. 
4. rr(φ1) ∪  rr(φ2),    if φ = φ1 ∧  φ2 
5. rr(φ1) ∩  rr(φ2),    if φ = φ1 ∨  φ2 

6. ∅ , if  φ is ¬ ψ. 

7. rr(ψ) – r if φ ≡ (∃ r) ψ and r ∈  rr(ψ); 
 ⊥ (undefined),  if φ ≡ (∃ r) ψ and r ∉  rr(ψ). 

A RC formula φ is safe if rr(SRNF(φ)) is equal to the set of all the 
free variables of φ.Finally, a RC query is defined as {r | φ}, where 
φ is a safe RC formula having only one free rule-based variable r.  

The semantics of formula φ is defined in usual model-theoretic 
terms, where R1, R2, …, Rn are interpreted as sets of (association) 
rules, and binary relational operators , , ,⊂ ⊆ ⊃ ⊇ , ≥, ≤, <, > and 
=, and functions LHS, RHS, CONF and SUP are interpreted in the 
standard way. The semantics of query {r | φ} is also defined as in 
the relational case, where we use rulebases instead of databases.  

Throughout this section, we emphasize similarities between the 
rule-based calculus RC and the classical tuple relational calculus. 
However, there are significant differences between the two 
languages. First of all, RC deals with rules and rulebases that 

                                                 
2  The notation L|RHS denotes “either LHS or RHS.” 

constitute totally different concepts from relations. Secondly, RC 
supports several rule-specific constructs, such as functions LHS, 
RHS, CONF, SUP, and containment operators on itemsets, such 
as , , ,⊂ ⊆ ⊃ ⊇ , etc.  

Finally, as was pointed out in Section 2, RC significantly differs 
from previously proposed data mining query languages in that it 
supports multiple rulebases and the full set of FOL expressions 
over these rulebases. 

We would also like to point out that we introduced only the most 
basic constructs in RC trying to keep the language simple. 
Clearly, we could also add additional operators to the calculus, 
making it more expressive. For example, we could add functions 
SIZE_OF specifying the length of a rule, arithmetic operators over 
real numbers (in order to do arithmetic over confidences and 
supports of rules) and union and intersection operations over 
itemsets (and thus be able to express additional queries in RC). 
Instead of defining these constructs, we decided to keep the 
language RC simple and introduce some of these extra constructs 
in the query language Rule-QL that is based on RC.  

We next present some examples of RC queries. We assume that 
the rules are defined over the standard market basket rulebase 
(MB) over the items of groceries that is typically considered in the 
literature on association rules. 

Query 1: Find all the association rules referring to milk and 
cereal in the body (or LHS) and having confidence over 90%. 

{r | MB(r)∧ LHS(r)⊇ {milk,cereal}∧ CONF(r)> 90%} 

This simple query can easily be expressed in the languages of 
[15,28]. However, the rest of the queries presented in this section 
cannot be expressed in these languages because they either 
operate on multiple rulebases or require quantification over some 
other rule-based variables, as is the case with the following query. 

Query 2: Find minimal association rules, i.e., the rules whose 
LHS and RHS cannot be reduced further. 

 {r | MB(r) ∧  ¬ (∃ r′)(MB(r′) ∧  r ≠ r′ ∧   
 LHS(r’) ⊆  LHR(r) ∧  RHS(r′) ⊆  RHS(r))} 

Query 3: Find all the rules from rulebase NEWRULES that are 
exceptions of some of the previously discovered rules 
OLDRULES. 

{r | NEWRULES(r) ∧  (∃ r′) (OLDRULES(r′) ∧   
LHS(r′) ⊂  LHS(r) ∧  RHS(r′) ≠ RHS(r))} 

Query 4: Find all the rules that were held over the last 3 months 
with confidence at least 60% (we assume that a separate 
rulebase MONTHi exists for each month i). 

{r | (∃ r′, r′′) (MONTH1(r) ∧  MONTH2(r′) ∧   
MONTH3(r′′) ∧ LHS(r) = LHS(r′) = LHS(r′′) ∧  

 RHS(r) = RHS(r′) = RHS(r′′) ∧  CONF(r) > 60% ∧   
 CONF(r′) > 60% ∧  CONF(r′′) > 60%)} 

One of the major features of calculus RC is that its queries are 
generally defined over multiple rulebases, as we can see in 
Queries 3 and 4. Therefore, RC is more expressive than 
previously introduced data mining query languages, such as 
templates and MSQL, that operate on a single rulebase. 

4. RULE QUERY LANGUAGE Rule-QL 
In this section, we take calculus RC as a theoretical foundation for 
the data mining query language Rule-QL. In particular, we 



 

introduce a SQL-like syntax that can express all RC queries and 
also add several additional operators and functions to the language 
in order to make Rule-QL more expressive and versatile. Some 
examples of these constructs are functions SIZE_OF, MAX, MIN, 
AVG and COUNT, clauses GROUP BY, HAVING and ORDER, 
and the operator UNION. In our presentation of Rule-QL, we start 
with a basic version of the language and then introduce more 
advanced features. The structure of a basic Rule-QL query is 

SELECT [FUNCT]r 
FROM    R r [, Ri ri]* 
WHERE  Conditional_Expression 

The FROM clause above specifies one or several rulebases R, R1, 
…, Rn over which Rule-QL queries are defined. Also, r, r1, …, rn 
are the rule variables defined over these rulebases. The SELECT 
clause selects one variable (over its corresponding rulebase R) that 
satisfies the conditions of the WHERE clause. In addition, 
optional function FUNCT specifies various aggregation 
operations over the resulting set of rules. Some examples of 
function FUNCT are  

• COUNT: counts the number of rules in the answer to a query. 
• AVG_CONF, AVG_SUP, AVG_SIZE: they determine the 

average levels of confidence, support and the size of the rules 
in the answer respectively. 

• MAX_SUP, MAX_CONF, MAX_SIZE, MIN_SUP, 
MIN_CONF, MIN_SIZE: they are defined similarly to 
AVG_CONF, AVG_SUP, AVG_SIZE, but deal with maximal 
and minimal values rather than averages. 

Finally, the Conditional_Expression in the WHERE clause is 
defined as follows. A simple condition is defined as  

• L|RHS(r) op L|RHS(s) or L|RHS(r) op const, where L|RHS(r) 
is either the LHR or the RHS of rule r, op is one of the 
standard relational operators CONTAINED_IN, 
CONTAINED_EQ_IN, CONTAINS, CONTAINS_EQ and 
EQUAL corresponding to the RC operators , , ,⊂ ⊆ ⊃ ⊇  and 
= respectively, and const is an itemset. 

• Rule_funct(r) rel_op const or Rule_funct(r) rel_op 
Rule_funct(s), where Rule_funct is one of the functions 
defined on a rule, such as CONF, SUP and SIZE_OF defining 
confidence, support, and the size of a rule (the number of 
items in the rule) respectively; also rel_op is one of the 
relational operators ≤, ≥, >, <, =, and const is a constant. 

• Item_funct(I) rel_op const or Item_funct(I) rel_op 
Item_funct(I’), where Item_funct is one of the functions 
defined on a set of items, such as function SIZE_OF 
determining the size of an itemset. 

• EXISTS (<Rule_Query>), where Rule_Query is an arbitrary 
Rule-QL query.  

• r [NOT] IN  <Rule_Query>, where r is a rule and Rule_Query 
is as specified above. 

A complex Conditional_Expression is defined in terms of simple 
conditional expressions in the same way as it is done in SQL as a 
disjunction of conjunctive clauses that also support negations [5].  

We next give some examples of the basic Rule-QL queries, 
starting with the queries introduced in Section 3. 

Query 1. Simple selection with a single rulebase and a single 
variable: Find rules from the set of mined rules (Rulebase) 

whose LHS contains milk and cheese, whose support is greater 
than 5% and confidence is greater than 60%, and whose 
number of items on the LHS of the rule is fewer than 5.  

 SELECT r 
 FROM Rulebase r 
 WHERE {milk, cheese} CONTAINED_EQ_IN LHS(r)  
  AND SUP(r) > 5% AND CONF(r) > 60%  
  AND SIZE_OF(LHS(r)) < 5 

This query used function SIZE_OF, which is not in RC. 
Query 2. Minimal rules: Find every rule from the set of mined 

rules (Rulebase) whose LHS and RHS do not contain the LHS 
and RHS of any other rule respectively. 

SELECT r 
FROM   Rulebase r 
WHERE NOT EXISTS  

 (SELECT r′ 
FROM Rulebase  r′ 
WHERE r NOT_EQUAL r′ AND  

 LHS(r′) CONTAINED_EQ_IN LHS(r) AND 
 RHS(r′) CONTAINED_EQ_IN RHS(r) 

We can also define maximal rules in Rule-QL in a similar way. 
Unlike a minimal rule that constitutes a most general rule in a 
rulebase, a maximal rule constitutes a most specific rule, i.e., its 
LHS and RHS are not contained in the LHS and the RHS of any 
other rule respectively.  

Query 3. Unexpected rules (exceptions): Given a set of mined 
rules (Rulebase) and a set of expected rules (ExpectedRules), 
find all unexpected rules in Rulebase with longer LHS and 
different RHS.   

SELECT DISTINCT r 
FROM Rulebase r, ExpectedRules e 
WHERE  LHS(e) CONTAINED_EQ_IN LHS(r) AND  
 RHS(e) NOT_EQUAL RHS(e) 

Query 4. Strong rules over time: Find rules existing in all past 6 
months (M1-M6) with confidence over 60%. 

 SELECT r1 
 FROM M1 r1, M2 r2, M3 r3, M4 r4, M5 r5, M6 r6 
 WHERE  LHS(r1) EQUAL LHS(r2) AND  
  RHS(r1) EQUAL RHS(r2) AND 
  LHS(r1) EQUAL LHS(r3) AND  
  RHS(r1) EQUAL RHS(r3) AND  
  LHS(r1) EQUAL LHS(r4) AND  
  RHS(r1) EQUAL RHS(r4) AND  
  LHS(r1) EQUAL LHS(r5) AND  
  RHS(r1) EQUAL RHS(r5) AND  
  LHS(r1) EQUAL LHS(r6) AND  
  RHS(r1) EQUAL RHS(r6) AND  
  CONF(r1) > 60% AND CONF(r2) > 60%  
  AND CONF(r3) > 60% AND 
  CONF(r4) > 60% AND CONF(r5) > 60% 
  AND CONF(r6) > 60% 

Additional features of Rule-QL include support for statistical 
functions, the UNION operator, and support for GROUP BY, 
HAVING and ORDER clauses. We present these features now. 

Statistical functions: Rule-QL supports various statistical 
functions on confidences and supports of rules, including: 

• STABLE_RULES(r1, …, rn): This function takes the rules r1 



 

through rn and returns TRUE if the confidences and supports 
of these rules are “stable,” where stable can be defined in 
various ways but with the same idea that they do not 
“significantly deviate” from each other. The language Rule-
QL does not provide any particular definition of the concept of 
stability and leaves it to specific implementations to provide 
their own definition (or a collection of different definitions). 

• INCREASING(a1, …, an) and DECREASING(a1, …, an), 
where a1, …, an  are real numbers: These functions determine 
if values a1, …, an  are increasing or decreasing respectively. 
Typically these values are confidences and supports of rules. 
In addition to these standard definitions, we can provide more 
sophisticated variations of these concepts (e.g., “most” of the 
values are increasing or decreasing). 

Applicability of these functions is illustrated with the following 
examples that assume that we have 6 monthly rulebases, M1, M2, 
M3, M4, M5, and M6. 

Query 5. Stable rules: Find all the rules that have been stable 
over the 6 months. 

SELECT r1 
FROM M1 r1, M2 r2, M3 r3, M4 r4, M5 r5, M6 r6  
WHERE  LHS(r1) EQUAL LHS(r2) AND  
 RHS(r1) EQUAL RHS(r2) AND 
 LHS(r1) EQUAL LHS(r3) AND  
 RHS(r1) EQUAL RHS(r3) AND  
 LHS(r1) EQUAL LHS(r4) AND  
 RHS(r1) EQUAL RHS(r4) AND  
 LHS(r1) EQUAL LHS(r5) AND  
 RHS(r1) EQUAL RHS(r5) AND  
 LHS(r1) EQUAL LHS(r6) AND  
 RHS(r1) EQUAL RHS(r6) AND  

 STABLE_RULES(r1, r2, r3, r4, r5, r6) 

Query 6. Trend rules:  Find all the rules whose confidences have 
been increasing over the 6 months. 

SELECT r1 
FROM M1 r1, M2 r2, M3 r3, M4 r4, M5 r5, M6 r6 
WHERE  LHS(r1) EQUAL LHS(r2) AND  
 RHS(r1) EQUAL RHS(r2) AND 
 LHS(r1) EQUAL LHS(r3) AND  
 RHS(r1) EQUAL RHS(r3) AND  
 LHS(r1) EQUAL LHS(r4) AND  
 RHS(r1) EQUAL RHS(r4) AND  
 LHS(r1) EQUAL LHS(r5) AND  
 RHS(r1) EQUAL RHS(r5) AND  

 LHS(r1) EQUAL LHS(r6) AND  
 RHS(r1) EQUAL RHS(r6) AND  

INCREASING(CONF(r1), CONF(r2), CONF(r3), 
CONF(r4), CONF(r5), CONF(r6)) 

UNION Operator: When working with multiple rulebases with 
the same schema, it is often important to combine them together 
into one rulebase and define a variable over the combined 
rulebase. This functionality is supported in Rule-QL via the 
UNION operator. 

UNION [ALL] (RULEBASE1, …, RULEBASEn): This construct 
takes the rulebases RULEBASE1 through RULEBASEn and 
forms their union, assuming that these rulebases are defined 
over the same itemset I. By default, no duplicate rules are 
returned as the output of the UNION operator. However, if the 

keyword ALL is added to the UNION keyword, then all the 
instances of duplicate rules from RULEBASE1, …, RULEBASEn 
are returned (as in the case of SQL [5]).  

Query 7 below demonstrates how UNION is used in Rule-QL. 

Grouping and Ordering Rules: As in SQL, we also group rules 
based on various grouping criteria and apply aggregate functions 
to individual groups. This capability would allow us to express 
such queries as  

Query 7: Find all the rules whose confidence is greater than 80% 
in at least 50% of the months. 

SELECT r 
FROM r IN UNION ALL (M1, M2, M3, M4, M5, M6) 
WHERE CONF(r) > 80%  
GROUP BY RULE 
HAVING COUNT > 3 

Using the UNION operator, this query combines all the 
rulebases into one and then selects only the rules with 
confidence greater than 80%. Then, using the GROUP BY 
RULE operator, the query groups the resulting rules based on 
the structure of the rule (all the rules with the same structure, 
same LHS and same RHS, are put into one group). It retains 
only those groups having more than 3 rules in them (50% out of 
the total of 6 months). 

Query 8: Find average confidences of rules that exist in all the 
months. 

SELECT AVG_CONF(r) 
FROM r IN UNION ALL (M1, M2, M3, M4, M5, M6) 
GROUP BY RULE 
HAVING COUNT = 6 

In addition to GROUP BY RULE operator, Rule-QL supports 
GROUP BY ITEMSET, GROUP BY CONFIDENCE_RANGE 
and GROUP BY SUPPORT_RANGE operators that allow rule 
groupings based on a specified set of items and confidence and 
support ranges. Due to the space limitation, we do not describe the 
specifics of these operators in the paper. 

HAVING clause is similar to the HAVING clause of SQL. It 
eliminates all the groups for which the conditional expression of 
the HAVING clause does not evaluate to TRUE. Finally, the 
ORDER clause can order rules based on their lengths (LHS/RHS 
of the rule, or both) and on their levels of confidence and support. 

We complete this section with the following theorem, the proof of 
which is somewhat similar to the proof that SQL is more 
expressive than the relational calculus and is omitted because of 
the space limitation. 

Theorem: Rule-QL is more expressive than calculus RC. 

5. QUERY EVALUATION 
A naïve evaluation of Rule-QL queries has the following steps: 

1. Compute the cross-product of the rulebases in the FROM 
clause. This produces a table of rules. Each row of the table is 
a list of rules and each column gives rules from one rulebase.     

2. Delete those rows in the cross-product that fail the 
qualification conditions in the WHERE clause. 

3. Project the table produced in Step 2 on the output rule variable 
specified in the SELECT clause. 



 

4. If an aggregation function is specified in the SELECT clause, 
apply it to the result of Step 3. 

This conceptual strategy is obviously very inefficient. We present 
a much more efficient query evaluation method in this section. 
However, by no means, we claim that the proposed techniques are 
the most efficient ones. We believe that subsequent work will 
produce more efficient Rule-QL query evaluation methods. 

5.1. Indexing 
Query evaluation algorithms need to retrieve rules from one or 
more rulebases. This can be achieved either by scanning (some) 
rulebases or accessing specific rules in the rulebases through 
indexes. We use the combination of both methods in Rule-QL. 
Below, we discuss the indexing schemes used in Rule-QL.  

In Rule-QL, we use two kinds of indexing, i.e., inverted lists and 
B+ trees. Inverted lists are used to index rules using their items, 
while B+ trees are used to index the supports and confidences of 
the rules. Below, we discuss the inverted lists indexing. B+ trees 
will not be described, as they are well known.  

Inverted lists: Inverted lists are a common indexing method used 
in text information retrieval [9,30], where each document is 
regarded as a set of keywords or items. This indexing was shown 
to be superior to many other indexing schemes for text retrieval 
[30]. They are very efficient for set-oriented operations and also 
fast to build. In association rules, LHS or RHS of a rule are sets of 
items. Query operations in Rule-QL are mainly set-oriented. Thus, 
inverted lists are a suitable indexing technique for rules.  

Inverted lists indexing works as follows: Assume we have a set of 
rules R = {r1, r2, …, rm}, and each rule has a unique identifier 
(ID). We can index the LHS and/or the RHS of the rules 
according to the needs. Inverted lists index [9] has two parts: a 
vocabulary, containing all the distinct items in the set of rules 
(LHS or RHS); and for each distinct item an (inverted) list storing 
the IDs of the rules containing the item. Queries are evaluated by 
fetching the inverted lists of the query items, and then processing 
them for various needs. For example, to search for the supersets 
(i.e., CONTAINED_IN) of a constant set {a, b, c} on the LHS of 
rules in a rulebase we find the inverted lists of items a, b, and c in 
the inverted file and traverse the lists to find the common rule IDs.  

5.2.  Evaluating Queries Involving a Single 
Rule Variable 

We now start query evaluation with the simple case where only a 
single rule variable appears in the WHERE clause (note that this 
implies that the query involves only a single rulebase). Moreover, 
we consider only conjunctive queries (conditions are connected by 
conjuncts in WHERE) 3. 

To illustrate our query evaluation strategy, consider the following 
single conjunctive query: 

 SELECT r 
 FROM Rulebase  r 
 WHERE {a, b} CONTAINED_EQ_IN LHS(r) AND  
  SUP(r) > 5% AND SIZE_OF(r) <= 5 

This query can be evaluated in the following 3 ways: 

                                                 
3  This is not a big restriction as single range queries containing disjuncts 

can be reduced to the union of conjunctive queries as in SQL [RG00]. 

1. We can scan the entire Rulebase, check the conditions on each 
rule, and add the rules to the results if the conditions are met.   

2. We can utilize the inverted lists to access only those rules in 
Rulebase satisfying the condition  

{a, b} CONTAINED_EQ_IN LHS(r).  
That is, we only need to retrieve those rules that contain a and 
b on the LHS first, and then check whether they satisfy the 
support, and SIZE_OF conditions. 

3. We can use B+ trees as indexes on the supports of the rules in 
Rulebase and retrieve only the rules from Rulebase satisfying 
SUP(r) > 5%. Then we can scan the resulting rules and check 
the other two conditions. 

Each query evaluation plan has its strengths and weaknesses 
depending on the size of the Rulebase, the corresponding indexes, 
and the nature of the expressions in the WHERE clause. Since 
methods (1) and (3) are straightforward, we will focus in the rest 
of the section on the second method that evaluates the 
CONTAINED_EQ_IN predicates. Note that CONTAINED_IN, 
CONTAINS, CONTAINS_EQ and EQUAL are similar to 
CONTAINED_EQ_IN, and can be handled in the same way.  

The algorithm for evaluating expression S CONTAINED_EQ_IN 
L|RHS(r), where S is a constant itemset and L|RHS represents 
LHS or RHS of a rule, is presented in Figure 1. The algorithm 
first retrieves the inverted lists of all the elements in S, and uses 
the smallest set as the candidate answer set, AnswerSet (line 1 and 
2). It then performs intersection simultaneously with the rest of 
the lists. Search in each list is done using binary search. Note that 
some other optimizations can also be used [6]. For simplicity, we 
do not include them in the algorithm. 

 Algorithm: findSuperSets(S, L|RHS, R)   
   /* e.g., S CONTAINED_EQ_IN L|RHS(r) */ 
 1 Retrieve the L|RHS inverted lists of R for all items in S;    
 2 Sort all the retrieved lists by size; 
 3 AnswerSet ← the smallest list (or set); 
 5 sti ← 1, where i represents every retrieved list except the 

smallest one;  
 4 for each element e ∈ AnswerSet do  
 6 for every other list Li in increasing order by size do 
 7 Perform a binary search for e in Li between sti and |Li|; 
 8 If e is not found then Remove e from AnswerSet  end 
 9 sti ← the value of current location of the binary search 
 10 end 
 11 end 

Figure 1: Find all superset rules of a constant set S 

A related expression is L|RHS(r) CONTAINED_EQ_IN S. This 
condition is more complex to process because we are unable to 
directly use the index on L|RHS of the rulebase, R. There are two 
options: (1) scan the rules in R and for each rule we check 
whether its L|RHS is contained in S, or (2) find all subsets of S on 
the L|RHS of the rules in R. Which option to take depends on the 
size of S because S has 2|S| subsets. It is often the case that the size 
of S is small, and thus the number of subsets is not too large. If 
this is indeed the case, we can use the inverted lists indexing on R 
(of course, we need to generate all subsets of S). For each subset 
Si of S, we evaluate the expression LHS(r) EQUAL Si. 

The algorithm for handling LHS(r) EQUAL Si (called 
findEqualSets) is similar to findSuperSets except that 
findEqualSets needs to check equality after the if-statement of line 
8 (Figure 1). That is, we need to add ‘else if |S| ≠ |L|RHS(e)| then 
Remove e from AnswerSet end’. As we will see in Section 6, that 



 

the algorithms findSuperSets and findEqualSets are very efficient.  

We now return to our original query to handle the conditions 
“SUP(r) >= 5% AND SIZE_OF(r) <= 5”. This is easy: after each 
rule is found with findSuperSets, we can simply check the 2 
conditions on the rule.  

Aggregate operations: As explained in Section 4, Rule-QL 
supports aggregate operations, e.g., MIN, MAX, SUM, COUNT, 
GOURP BY.  
The basic algorithm for aggregate operators consists of scanning 
the entire rulebase and maintaining some running information 
about the scanned rules. It is similar to that in relational databases. 
The GROUP BY operation can be implemented using sorting or 
hashing as in relational databases (see [22] for more details).  

5.3.  Queries Involving Multiple Variables 
As was pointed out in Section 4, queries in Rule-QL can involve 
multiple rulebases and multiple variables defined over these 
rulebases. The WHERE clauses of such queries often contain 
many conditions/operations. In general, queries involving several 
operations have many evaluation options, and finding an efficient 
execution plan constitutes a significant challenge. In this section, 
we focus on the class of conjunctive queries involving multiple 
variables and multiple CONTAINED_IN, CONTAINED_EQ_IN, 
CONTAINS, CONTAINS_EQ and EQUAL conditions. We 
present an efficient evaluation plan for such queries.  

We first define three types of conditions according to the number 
of rule variables that they contain: 

Unary conditions: Such a condition contains only a single rule 
variable, e.g., SUP(r) > 5%, and S CONTAINED_IN L|RHS(r), 
where S is a constant set.   

Binary conditions: Such a condition contains 2 rule variables, 
e.g., L|RHS(r1) CONTAINED_EQ_IN L|RHS(r2).  

n-ary conditions: Such a condition contains 3 or more rule 
variables, e.g., statistical functions involving more than 2 
variables, such as STABLE_RULES(r1, …, rn).  

Given a set of conjunctive conditions, we first rewrite them by 
replacing conditions CONTAINS and CONTAINS_EQ with the 
appropriate equivalent conditions CONTAINED_IN and 
CONTAINED_EQ_IN in an obvious way. Then we build a 
directed graph, which we call a query graph, as follows. Each 
node of the graph is a rule variable together with its associated 
Rulebase. Each edge between two rule variables represents the set 
B of all binary conditions containing the two variables. All the 
unary conditions containing a single variable are associated with 
the node of the variable. Let r1 and r2 be two rule variables. The 
direction of the edge between r1 and r2 is defined as follows:  

If B = ∅ then there is no arc between r1 and r2 
Case1 else  if ∃ ‘L|RHS(r1) EQUAL L|RHS(r2)’ ∈ B then 

there are two possible directions, which are 
represented with r1 ↔ r2.  

Case2 elseif ∃ ‘L|RHS(r1)CONTAINED_IN L|RHS(r2)’∈ B  
  or ∃ ‘L|RHS(r1) CONTAINED_EQ_IN  
 L|RHS(r2)’ ∈ B then 
 the direction of the edge is from r1 →  r2  
Case3 else the edge direction is r2 ⇔ r1 (the conditions 

involve only SUP, CONF, SIZE_OF, etc) 

Note that n-ary conditions are not included above, as they form 
hyper-graphs. They typically require join operations for query 
evaluation (see Queries 5 and 6 in Section 4). These three cases 

are evaluated as follows: 

Case1: We use indexing to compute L|RHS(r1) EQUAL 
L|RHS(r2). The specific algorithm evaluate↔() is described 
below. We check the other conditions in B after each pair of 
rules are identified.  

Case2: We use indexing to compute L|RHS(r1) CONTAINED_IN 
L|RHS(r2) or L|RHS(r1) CONTAINED_EQ_IN L|RHS(r2) and 
check the other conditions in B after each pair of rules from R1 
and R2 are found. The algorithms that evaluate this condition, 
evaluate→ and evaluate←, are described below. 

Case3:  We use indexing on one condition, and check the rest. The 
algorithm, evaluate⇔ , for evaluating this condition is also 
outlined below. 

In query evaluation, we first evaluate the unary conditions in the 
WHERE clause and then proceed to the evaluation of the binary 
conditions described in Cases 1-3 above. Below, we present our 
evaluation method using the graph.  

In general, query conditions involving two rule variables are 
analogous to join operations in relational databases. We also call 
them join operations. They are relatively expensive to evaluate. 
However, in many cases, we do not need full join of rulebases to 
evaluate Rule-QL queries. We show that an efficient evaluation 
method exists for a special class of queries whose query graph 
forms a tree, if the direction of each edge is removed, with the 
selection variable (from the SELECT clause) being its root. The 
part of the graph that is not connected to the selection variable can 
be ignored, as it does not affect the final answer. We believe that 
queries of this kind are the most common queries in practice.  

Figure 2 shows an example. Figure 2(a) is the original graph, and 
Figure 2(b) is the undirected graph after the direction of each edge 
is removed. r1 is the selection variable. Note that each rule 
variable is also attached with its Rulebase (or its domain).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 (a). Original graph (b). Undirected graph 

Figure 2: An example conjunctive query graph 

Figure 3 presents the overall algorithm for evaluating a tree query. 
Each node of the tree has a set of rules associated with the node 
that initially comes from the rulebase associated with the rule 
variable for the node. We traverse all the nodes of the tree in the 
post-order and recalculate the sets of rules for each node based on 
the conditions B associated with the edges between the nodes. 
More specifically, starting from each leaf node N, we work 
upward using the edge between the parent node P of N and N. We 
assume that we have already evaluated the set of rules associated 
with node N and we now compute the set of rules for node P using 
the conditions B for the edge P-N. After the edge P-N is 
evaluated, it is deleted. If P does not have any child node, it 
becomes a leaf node, and it is handled in the same way upward. 
The process goes on until it reaches the root node and all the 
branches of the root node are processed. The set of rules left in the 
root node is the answer set for the selection variable. Note that the 
algorithm traverses the tree only once. 
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 Algorithm evaluateTree() 
 1 Q ← every leaf node in tree;  /* e.g., the tree in Figure 2(b) */ 
 2 while Q not empty do 
 3 select a node N from Q;  /* N is not deleted from Q yet */ 
 4 if N has no child node then 
 5 if N has no parent node then /* Reached the root */ 
 6 Q ← Q - {N}; 
 7  else  evaluateEdge(P-N);  /* P is the only parent of N */ 
 8  Remove edge P-N; 
 9  Q ← Q ∪ {P}; 
 10 end 

Figure 3: Evaluating a tree query 

We use the tree in Figure 2(b) to illustrate how algorithm 
evaluateTree works. This tree has 3 leaf nodes initially, r5, r6 and 
r7, which are inserted into Q (line 1). We process r5 first (line 3). 
After evaluating the condition of the edge, r2-r5, we remove the 
edge from the tree. Node r2 is inserted into Q. However, we 
cannot handle this node because the edge r2-r6 has not been 
evaluated (line 4). After we finish r2-r6, r2 becomes available. 
This process goes on until we complete all the edges below r1.  

evaluateEdge in evaluateTree evaluates each edge P-N. As stated 
above, there are three types of edges depending on the types of 
links between nodes P and N (↔, →, ⇔ ), and they have their 
own evaluation procedures which are described in turn below.  

If the direction of the edge in the original graph is from its parent 
node P to N, i.e., P → N, we use algorithm evaluate→ in Figure 4. 
This is the most efficient edge evaluation algorithm, as we will 
see below. The algorithm is actually related to the procedure 
findSuperSets in Figure 1 except that: (1) procedure evaluate→ 
has a loop to check every rule in P, while findSuperSets does not 
have the loop. S in findSuperSets is replaced with L|RHS1(P) in 
evaluate→; and (2) for each rule r in P, we only need to find one 
superset rule in N, while findSuperSets finds all superset rules. 
This observation allows us to increase the efficiency of procedure 
evaluate→ significantly.  

 Algorithm: evaluate→(L|RHS1, P, L|RHS2, N) 
 1  AnswerSet ← P;  
 2 for each rule r in P do  
 3 Retrieve the L|RHS2 inverted lists of rulebase N for all 

items of L|RHS1(r);    
 4 Sort all the retrieved lists by size; 
 5 FOUND ← false; 
 6 sti ← 1, where i represents every retrieved list except 

the smallest one;  
 7 for each element e in the smallest list do  
 8 for every other list Li in increasing order by size do 
 9 binary search for e in Li between sti and |Li|; 
 10 if e is found then FOUND ← true 
 11 else  remove e from AnswerSet; 
 12 FOUND ← false; 
 13 sti ← the value of current location of the binary 

search 
 14 end 
 15 if FOUND then  exit for-loop end 
 16 end 
 17 end 

Figure 4: Find rules in P whose L|RHS has an L|RHS superset 
rule in N 

If the direction of the edge in the original graph is from a child 
node N to the parent node P, i.e., P←N, we need to find all the 
superset rules in P for each rule in N. To do that, we can directly 
utilize the procedure findSuperSets in Figure 1 as the core part of 
the algorithm. More specifically, our procedure evaluate←() scans 

the rules in N and for each rule r it utilizes the procedure 
findSuperSets(L|RHS(r), L|RHS, P) to determine such supersets. 
We do not present algorithm evaluate← as it is a straightforward 
extension of the algorithm findSuperSets from Figure 1. One 
simple optimization to findSuperSets, however, is to skip a rule in 
P (or R in Figure 1) if it is already in the answer set.  

If the direction of the edge in the original graph is P ↔ N, the 
corresponding evaluation algorithm evaluate↔ is very similar to 
algorithm evaluate→ presented in Figure 4 with one modification: 
after each e is found in line 10, we need to do an additional check 
for size equality. If the direction of the edge in the original graph 
is P ⇔ N, the procedure evaluate⇔  can handle it similarly.  

It is easy to see that findSuperSets, findEqualSets and evaluate→ 
are correct. We now state that our overall algorithm for evaluating 
a tree query in Figure 3 is correct.   

Theorem: The evaluateTree algorithm is correct.  
Proof: We only need to show that a tree with only two levels can 
produce the required result at the parent node. The figure below 
gives such a tree, a parent node P with k leaf nodes, N1, N2, …, Nk. 
When a tree with multiple levels, the situation is the same, as the 
algorithm in Figure 3 works upward and deletes edges along the 
way. 
 
 
 
For the 2-level tree above, we process the edges one by one. Let 
us start with edge P-N1. After it is evaluated, we know that all the 
remaining rules in P have corresponding rules in N1 that satisfy 
the conditions of edge P-N1. We then process P-N2, which reduces 
the set of rules in P further. The remaining rules in P must now 
also satisfy the conditions of edge P-N2. Since we only reduce the 
size of P but not N1, the remaining rules in P still meet the 
conditions of P-N1. This goes on until we finish P-Nk. Clearly, 
after P-Nk, all the remaining rules in P satisfy the conditions 
associated with P-N1, …, and P-Nk. It is important to note that not 
all rules in N1, N2, …, Nk-1 may satisfy the edge conditions after 
all the edges are evaluated, but that does not matter because none 
of them is our selection-variable. Only P is a possible selection 
variable. After the set of rules in P are decided, we can work 
upward in the same fashion if P is not the root to obtain the 
correct answer at the root.  

We now discuss why the overall algorithm in Figure 3 is efficient. 
If we do not start from edges connected to leaf nodes and work 
upward, but from other edges, we may need to evaluate each edge 
multiple times. For example, in Figure 2(b), if we first work on 
the edge r1-r2 and then on edge r2-r4, we reduce the rules in r2 
and r4. However, some of the rules in r1 may not be valid any 
more because the effect of r2-r4 evaluation needs to be propagated 
to all related edges. Thus, we need to evaluate r1-r2 again. In 
general, the propagation effect can be very serious, which results 
in the same edge being evaluated multiple times. In contrast, if we 
traverse the tree in post-order, we do not need to re-visit any 
edges as after being processed, the low-level nodes do not affect 
the final results at the root.  

We now turn to the general case when the query graph contains 
cycles. In such cases, we can handle those sub-graphs that are 
trees in the same way, and those edges in the cycles using 
traditional join operations. Figure 5 shows an example graph (r1 is 

P 

N1 N2 Nk 



 

the selection-variable). We can first use the algorithm 
evaluateTree to evaluate the sub-graph involving r2, r5 and r6, 
and also the sub-graph involving r1, r4 and r7. We can then 
handle the cycle r1-r2-r3-r1 using traditional join techniques.   
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Figure 5: An example graph with a cycle 

As a final note, we state that all the rulebases and inverted lists 
can be stored on disk. This is similar to that in text document 
retrieval and Web search as a text document is represented as a 
bag of words (or items). Techniques from that research can be 
borrowed for use in our case. See [30] for more details on how to 
store and retrieve inverted lists into memory from disk. 

6.  EXPERIMENT RESULTS 
This section reports our experiment results to show the feasibility 
of Rule-QL. We have carried out a prototype implementation of 
the fragment of Rule-QL as described in Section 5. We tested the 
performance of our system on the first five representative queries 
presented in Section 4.  

Note that we write Query 4 in two ways. The first method forms a 
query tree with two levels (Figure 6(a)). The leaf level has all the 
rule variables as the children of the root r1. This query is shown in 
Section 4 (denoted as Q4a). The second query forms a long chain 
graph (also a tree but with 6 levels) starting from r1 (Figure 6(b)). 
This query is given below, denoted as Q4b.  

 SELECT r1 
FROM M1 r1, M2 r2, M3 r3, M4 r4, M5 r5, M6 r6 
WHERE  LHS(r1) EQUAL LHS(r2) AND  

 RHS(r1) EQUAL RHS(r2) AND 
 LHS(r2) EQUAL LHS(r3) AND 
 RHS(r2) EQUAL RHS(r3) AND  
 LHS(r3) EQUAL LHS(r4) AND  
 RHS(r3) EQUAL RHS(r4) AND  
 LHS(r4) EQUAL LHS(r5) AND  
 RHS(r4) EQUAL RHS(r5) AND  
 LHS(r5) EQUAL LHS(r5) AND  
 RHS(r5) EQUAL RHS(r5) AND  
 CONF(r1)>60% AND CONF(r2)>60% AND 
 CONF(r3)>60% AND CONF(r4)>60% AND  
 CONF(r5) > 60% AND CONF(r6) > 60% 

 
 
 
 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 6: Two query trees of Query 4 

The purpose of writing this query in two ways is to show the 
efficiency of the system with different types of tree queries. This 

query serves as a stress test of Rule-QL as it involves 6 rulebases 
and a large number of itemset comparison operations.  
Note that the STABLE_RULES predicate in Query 5 is 
implemented using the Chi-square test [7] in our system. 

The execution times of these queries are presented in Figure 7. 
Each execution time is the average result of 10 runs of the query, 
and includes the time for reading in rulebase(s) and the time for 
building appropriate indices (mainly inverted lists). Also, we kept 
the indices in the main memory. This is reasonable with modern 
computers, as the number of mined rules is usually moderately 
large compared with the number of tuples in a relational database. 
Our experiments were carried on a Pentium III 800 PC with 
500MB of memory. For each query, we vary the number of rules 
in each rulebase from 10,000 to 100,000 (10k-100k). All the rules 
are mined from a dataset generated using the IBM data generator 
[2], which is commonly used in evaluating association rule mining 
algorithms. For our experiments, we first generate a large number 
of rules using a low minimum support. For each individual 
experiment we randomly select some rules to obtain the required 
number of rules for the experiment.  

 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 7: Execution times (in sec.) of the 5 representative queries 
with different number of rules 

We next discuss how each query is evaluated and the results of 
our experiments. 
Query 1. This query is evaluated using the algorithm in Figure 1 

with additional checks on support, confidence and rule LHS 
size. From Figure 7, we observe that this query can be executed 
extremely efficiently.  

Query 2. This query involves heavier computation than the first 
one due to the nested query. Each nested query finds one subset 
of the LHS of r on the LHS of a rule r′. The query is processed 
by looping on each rule in Rulebase and computing L|RHS(r) 
CONTAINED_EQ_IN S using the technique from Section 5.2. 
The index on Rulebase is built only once for all the nested 
queries. From Figure 7, we can see that the execution is 
extremely fast even with a large number of rules and relatively 
straightforward implementation of nested queries.  

Query 3.  In this set of experiments, we fix the number of 
expected rules to 20, as the user usually could not provide 
many expected rules. This query is processed directly using the 
algorithm in Figure 4. From Figure 7, it can be seen that the 
executions are very efficient, and scale up roughly linearly with 
the number of rules in Rulebase. It is easy to see that as the 
number of expected rules increases, the execution time also 
grows linearly (not shown in Figure 7). 

Query 4. In this experiment, each rulebase has the same set of 
rules, and their confidences are all more than 60%. This means 
that there is no reduction in the number of rules in each 
operation. Thus, it represents the worst-case scenario. This 
query is evaluated using the algorithms findEqualSets and 
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evaluateTree with additional checks on confidences. Figure 7 
shows that the execution times are reasonable even with 
100,000 rules in each rulebase. The execution times scale up 
linearly. At any one time, only one rulebase is in memory. 

Query 5. As Query 4, this query also serves as a stress test for 
Rule-QL as it requires an expensive join operation with 6 
rulebases. Join operation is required because we need the 
values of CONF(r1), CONF(r2), CONF(r3), CONF(r4), 
CONF(r5), and CONF(r6) for the stability test. As in Query 4, 
the 6 rulebases are the same. Thus, no reduction in the number 
of rules occurs in each operation. Like that in Query 4, this also 
represents the worst-case situation. This query is evaluated with 
join operations. Each join involves one rulebase (Rulebasei) 
and the set of join results of the previous join operations. The 
join operation is performed as follows: We first read in 
Rulebasei and build the inverted lists index. We then perform 
join based on the algorithm findEqualSets for each rule in the 
previous join results. In the join results, only one copy of the 
qualified rules is stored since we are doing an equal join. 
However, the support and confidence values of each rule from 
every rulebase are remembered. After each join operation, the 
results are written on disk. Figure 7 shows that the execution 
times are reasonable and scale up linearly. Again, at any one 
time, only a single rulebase is in memory.   

In summary, our experimental results clearly showed that these 
queries could be processed very efficiently, which indicates the 
practical feasibility of Rule-QL.  

7. CONCLUSIONS 
Although several data mining algorithms often generate a large 
number of rules, the problem of post-analysis of the discovered 
rules has not been explored fully despite its importance. This 
paper addresses the problem by proposing a rule query language 
Rule-QL to facilitate ad hoc querying of the mined rules. We 
believe that the language will make the rules more accessible to 
the user and data mining results more useful in practice. 

From a theoretical point of view, the paper presented a rule 
calculus (RC), which is based on first order logic defined over 
multiple rulebases. We proved that all the safe queries in RC can 
be expressed with Rule-QL queries. This makes Rule-QL more 
powerful than previously proposed rule query languages and 
allows it to express several practically important queries that 
could not be expressed before, including minimal and unexpected 
rule queries. We also discussed query processing issues for Rule-
QL and presented several efficient query evaluation techniques. 
Experimental results on a diverse set of queries showed that Rule-
QL is practically feasible. In the future work, we plan to develop 
more efficient query processing methods and also to integrate 
Rule-QL with a rule mining algorithm. 
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